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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of mathematical logic in this century has been centered
around lattices satisfying the distributive law. Both classical and intui-
tionistic logic rely on this law, and the proof theory initiated by Herbrand
and Gentzen and later developed by several authors, and most lucidly
treated by Smullyan, clearly shows that the cut elimination axiom is essen-
tially equivalent to the distributive law. The universal algebraic aspects of
such classical proof theory may be considered to be well understood by now.
In his 1984 thesis [7], Mark Haiman showed that a proof theory
paralleling in every way the lines of Gentzenian proof theory could be
developed for a class of non-distributive lattices, now known as linear
lattices. These are lattices of equivalence relations on a set, with the
property that any two equivalence relations in the lattice commute in the
sense of relational composition. Linear lattices are modular lattices, and as
a matter of fact all modular lattices occurring as lattices of subalgebras of
some algebrain the sense of universal algebraare linear. For examples,
lattices of normal subgroups of a group, or lattices of ideals of a ring are
linear lattices. Lattices of projections in a factor of type II1 in the sense of
von Neumann can also be shown to be linear lattices.
Haiman’s proof theory, later somewhat simplified by Finberg, Mainetti
and Rota [5], gives a set of deduction rules whereby every lattice
inequality can either be shown to be true in every linear lattice, or else a
counterexample can be automatically constructed in terms of the deduction
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rules. Such a counterexample is constructed by associating to the applica-
tion of the deduction rules the gradual construction of a graph on which
a linear lattice is defined, following a train of thought that in the case of
distributive lattices goes back to Herbrand. It is remarkable that such a
construction can be carried out without the distributive law, and without
any knowledge of a set of identities characterizing linear lattices.
The lattice of Boolean subalgebras of a Boolean algebra is a natural
generalization of the lattice of equivalence relations on a set; as a matter
of fact, the two notions coincide in the case of finite Boolean algebras. It
comes natural to ask whether a proof theory can be developed for a lattice
of commuting Boolean subalgebras of a Boolean algebra. At this level of
generality, however, the answer seems to be negative.
There are, however, two subclasses of lattices of commuting subalgebras
for which a proof theory would be handy. The first is the lattice of
stochastically commuting non-atomic Boolean _-subalgebras of a non-
atomic probability space. The second is the lattice of commuting Heyting
subalgebras, which we consider in the present paper. Our main result is a
proof theory for lattices of Heyting subalgebras of a Heyting algebra, with
the property that any two subalgebras in the lattice commute. In other
words, we give a syntactic set of deduction rules which is complete, in the
sense that every provable lattice inequality by our deduction rules is valid
in every lattice of commuting Heyting subalgebras of a Heyting algebra.
We stress what is perhaps the main definition, which we believe to be
new. Recall that two partitions ? and _, on a set S commute if and only
if the restriction of the pair to every block of the partition ? 6 _ gives a
pair of independent partitions. Commutativity of two partitions is thus a
generalization of the information-theoretic notion of independence of two
partitions (recall that two partitions ? and _ are said to be independent
when every block of ? meets every block of _), one whose information-
theoretic content remains to be reaped.
The problem is to find an equivalent definition of commutativity which
does not invoke the blocks of the partitions; in other words, a definition of
commutativity of two Boolean subalgebras of a Boolean algebra which
does not appeals to the atoms, if any, of either Boolean algebra. Such a
definition, which is introduced in the present paper, is the following. Let B1
and B2 be Boolean subalgebras of a Boolean algebra B. We say that B1 and
B2 commute if they satisfy the following condition: whenever b is an ele-
ment of B1 , c is an element of B2 such that b 7 c=0, then there exists an
element d belonging to both B1 and B2 such that d contains b and the
complement d c of d contains c.
If the Boolean algebras are finite, this definition is equivalent to the
commutativity of the partitions defined by the atoms of B1 and B2 . It is
thus the natural definition of the notion of commutativity.
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To be sure, in this paper we adopt a variant of the preceding definition
which uses pseudo-complements in place of complements, in order to carry
out our proof theoretic program. Our main result is a completeness
theorem for inequalities and more generally Horn sentences valid in all
lattices of commuting Heyting subalgebras of a Heyting algebras.
In a forthcoming paper, we plan to extend these considerations to the
probabilistic case and develop a proof theory for lattices of commuting
_-subalgebras of a probability space.
The authors thank Prof. Gian-Carlo Rota for suggesting this research
problem and for his constant encouragement and support.
2. SYNOPSIS
We begin with a review of commuting equivalence relations.
A relation on a set S is a subset of S_S. All Boolean operations among
sets are defined on the set of all relations. Union, intersection and comple-
ment are defined in the usual manner. The identity relation is I=
[(x, x) | x # S]. Composition of relations is defined as follows: if R and T
are relations, then
R b T=[(x, y) # S_S | There exists z # S such that (x, z) # R, (z, y) # T].
An equivalence relation R is a reflexive, symmetric and transitive relation.
Given an equivalence relation R on a set S, the equivalence classes form a
partition of S. Conversely, every partition ? of S defines a unique equiv-
alence relation whose equivalence classes are the blocks of ?. We denote
the equivalence relation associated with the partition ? by R? . The lattice
of equivalence relations on a set S is isomorphic to the partition lattice
of S.
Two equivalence relations R? and R_ , or partitions ? and _ are said to
be independent if A & B{< for every pair of blocks A # ? and B # _. Two
equivalence relations R? and R_ commute if R? b R_=R_ b R? . Partitions ?
and _ commute if R? and R_ commute.
DubreilJacotin characterized the structure of commuting equivalence
relations with the following theorem [4].
Theorem 2.1 (DubreilJacotin). Two equivalence relations R? and
R_ associated with partitions ? and _ commute if and only if for every
block C of the partition ? 6 _ the restrictions ? |C , _ |C are independent
partitions.
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The lattice of Boolean subalgebras of a finite Boolean algebra is dually-
isomorphic to a lattice of equivalence relations. This dual-isomorphism
leads to a definition of the independence of two Boolean subalgebras. Two
Boolean subalgebras B, C are independent if b 7 c{0 for all nonzero
elements b # B and c # C.
While independence of Boolean algebras is understood, no definition of
commutativity has been given to date. In this paper we propose a notion
of the commutativity of Boolean algebras, which generalizes the notion of
the commutativity of equivalence relations.
Every complete Boolean subalgebra B of a Boolean algebra A uniquely
define an equivalence relation h(B) on the Boolean algebra A. The equiv-
alence relation h(B) can be characterized by the following properties: (1).
the element 0 forms an equivalence class, (2). h(B) preserves arbitrary
joins, and (3). h(B) is hereditaryi.e., h(B) commutes with the partial
order of A. Equivalence relations satisfying these three properties are called
C-relations. The commutativity of Boolean subalgebras B and C coincides
with the commutativity of equivalence relations h(B) and h(C) under the
composition of relations. This coincidence enable us to apply the theory of
equivalence relations to the lattice of commuting Boolean subalgebras.
To carry out our proof theoretic program, we extend all the notations to
a more general class of latticesthe Heyting algebras. A CH-lattice is a
lattice of equivalence relations on a Heyting algebra, with the properties
that any equivalence relation in the lattice is a C-relation, and any two
equivalence relations commute. Lattices of commuting Boolean sub-
algebras of a Boolean algebra, for example, are CH-lattices.
A proof theory of the class of CH-lattices may be developed paralleling
to the proof theory for linear lattices. We give a set of deduction rules, each
represents a logically correct inference on commuting C-relations. To each
deduction rule, we associate a graph operation bearing the same name.
Given a lattice inequality PQ, where P and Q are lattice polynomials, we
begin with a graph with two vertices : and ; connected by an edge labeled
by P. We gradually construct a saturated graph by applying the graph
operations associated to deduction rules in all possible way. The vertices
of the saturated graph form a distributive lattice on which a CH-lattice
is defined. This CH-lattice automatically offers a counterexample of the
inequality PQ provided that this inequality is not true. On the other
hand, if this inequality is true in all CH-lattices, the preceding construction
of the saturated graph will yield a proof for this inequality.
The same program may be carried out for Horn sentences by adding an
additional deduction rule corresponding to the conditional implication.
This leads to the main result of the present paper: Every Horn sentence is
true in all CH-lattices if and only if it is provable by our set of deduction
rules.
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3. COMMUTATIVITY OF SUBALGEBRAS OF COMPLETE
HEYTING ALGEBRAS
In this section we propose a notion of commutativity for Heyting
subalgebras of a Heyting algebra. In particular, this definition applies to
Boolean subalgebras. It is the natural generalization of the notion of
commutativity for equivalence relations.
Definition 3.1. A Heyting algebra is a lattice L for which the set
[x # L | a 7 xb] has a maximal element for every pair of elements a, b.
The maximal element is called the relative pseudo-complement of a relative
to b, in symbols a V b. If a Heyting algebra has a minimal element 0, then
the element a V 0 is called the pseudo-complement of a, in symbols a*.
A lattice L is complete if the elements [x | x # X] and [x | x # X] exist
for all subsets X of L.
Birkhoff proved the following properties of Heyting algebras [1].
Proposition 3.1. Every Heyting algebra is distributive.
Proposition 3.2. A complete lattice H is a Heyting algebra if and only
if it satisfies the identity
x 7\; # I y;+= ; # I (x 7 y;),
for every set [ y; | ; # an index set I].
Proposition 3.3. The following statements are true for Heyting algebras.
1. ab implies b*a*,
2. aa**,
3. a*=a***,
4. (a 6 b)*=a* 7 b*,
5. An element a is closed if a=a**. If a and b are closed elements,
(a 7 b)*=a* 6 b*.
Example 1. Every Boolean algebra is a Heyting algebra. The relative
pseudo-complement a V b is equal to ac 6 b where ac is the complement of
a in the Boolean algebra. The pseudo-complement of a is ac.
Example 2. Every finite distributive lattice is a Heyting algebra. Given
elements a, b, let u= [x: | a 7 x:b]. Then u is the maximal element
satisfying a 7 u=a 7  x:= (a 7 x:)b.
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A subset I of a lattice L is an ideal if a # I and ba imply that b # I. We
are interested in the lattice of ideals of a distributive lattice.
Theorem 3.4. Let F be a distributive lattice. The set of all the ideals of
F is a lattice ordered by inclusion, denoted by Ideal(F ). The lattice Ideal(F )
is a complete Heyting algebra.
Proof. If Ii , i # 4 be a set of ideals of F. Then
I= (I i | i # 4)=[x | xt1 6 t2 6 } } } 6 tn , for some n, t i # Ii , i # 4](1)
is an ideal of F. This proves Ideal(F ) is complete.
Given two ideals I, J # Ideal(F ), if
T=[K # Ideal(F ) | K 7 I=K & IJ],
then T{< as J # {. Let
K = 
K # T
K.
Claim. I 7 K J.
It follows from Eq. (1) that given i # I 7 K =I & K , there exist
k1 , k2 , ..., kn for some n such that ik1 6 k2 6 } } } 6 kn , where kn #
Kn # T. Hence i=nl=1 (i 7 kl) and i 7 kl # I & Kl=I 7 Kl J. This proves
i # J, therefore K 7 IJ.
By the definition of T, if K$ 7 IJ, then K$ # T, hence K$
K # T K=K . This implies that K is the pseudo-complement of I relative to
J. As I, J are arbitrary elements in Ideal(F ), it follows that Ideal(F ) is a
complete Heyting algebra. K
Let H be a complete Heyting algebra. By completeness there exists a
unique minimal element 0 and a unique maximal element 1 in H. A subset
B of H is a subalgebra of H if it satisfies the conditions (1). the minimal ele-
ment 0 and the maximal element 1 belong to B, (2). elements a6 b, a 7 b,
and a V b belong to B for all a, b # B. B is a complete subalgebra if
[x | x # X] and [x | x # X] belong to B for every subset X of B. In this
paper all Heyting algebras and their subalgebras are assumed to be
complete.
Let B, C be two subalgebras of a Heyting algebra H. Denote this inter-
section B & C by D.
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Definition 3.2. Two subalgebras B, C commute if the condition b 7 c
=0 implies the existence of an element d # D such that db and d*>c for
all elements b # B and c # C.
Example 3. The subalgebras B, C commute if BC. Commutativity
follows from D=B & C=B and b 7 c=0 which implies cb*. The
elements (b, b*) separate b and c.
Remark 1. Commutativity is symmetric relative to B and C in the
following sense: if b # B, c # C, b 7 c=0 and d # D are elements such that
db and d*c, then e=d* # D, ec and e*=d**b.
2. If the Heyting algebra H is a Boolean algebra, then two complete
subalgebras B, C commute if and only if the condition b 7 c=0 implies
that there exists a d # D such that db and d cc. This generalizes the
commutativity of equivalence relations in the following sense: Let S be a
finite set and A=P(S) be the power set of S. For any subalgebra B of A,
?B is the partition of S whose blocks are the atoms of B, and the equiv-
alence relation associated with ?B is R(?B). Two subalgebras B, C of the
power set A=P(S) commute if and only if the equivalence relations R(?B)
and R(?C) commute under the composition of relations.
The preceding statement holds for all complete and atomic Boolean
algebras.
Given a complete subalgebra B of H, define a map clB : H  B by letting
clB(x)= [b # B | bx]
for all x # H.
Proposition 3.5. If H is a complete Heyting algebra, and B, C are
complete subalgebras, then the following statements are equivalent:
1. B and C commute,
2. for b # B and c # C, b 7 c=0 if and only if clB & C(b) 7
clB & C(c)=0,
3. for c # C, clB(c)* # C. Equivalently, for all b # B, clC(b)* # B.
Proof. The proof of (1 O 2) is trivial. To show (2 O 1), assume b 7 c
=0 for some b # B, c # C. Let d=clB & C(b). Then d 7 clB & C(c)=0 implies
d7 c=0. It follows that cd*.
Proof of (3 O 1). Assume clB(c)* # B & C for all c # C. If b 7 c=0 for
some b # B and c # C, then cb*, hence clB(c)b* and clB(c)*b**b.
Therefore the pair (clB(c)*, clB(c)) separates b and c.
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Proof of (1 O 3). Assume B and C commute. Suppose clB(c)*  C for
some c # C. Then clB(c)*>clB & C(c)*. Let b=clB(c) and d=clB & C(c). As
cb, c 7 b*=0. By commutativity, there exists a d $ # B & C such that
d $c and d $*b*. It follows that dd $ and d $*d*. Thus b*d*
which contradicts the assertion b*>d*. K
4. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS INDUCED BY SUBALGEBRAS
Commutativity of Heyting subalgebras can be expressed in terms of
commutativity of equivalence relations. In this section, we assign to each
Heyting subalgebra an equivalence relation on the Heyting algebra. This
assignment allows us to apply techniques used in the theory of equivalence
relations and to develop a complete proof theory for the lattice of commuting
Heyting subalgebras.
Let H be a complete Heyting algebra and B be a complete subalgebra.
Define an equivalence relation h(B) on H by letting
(x, y) # h(B) whenever ann(x) & B=ann( y) & B,
with ann(x)=[t # H | t 7 x=0]. An equivalent notation for (x, y) # h(B)
is xt y(h(B)). It is clear that h is a map from the lattice of Heyting
subalgebras to the lattice of equivalence relations on H.
Note that for a fixed element x, if t 7 x=0 for t # B, then xt* # B.
Therefore clB(x)t* and clB(x)*t. Similarly,
clB(x)* 7 xclB(x)* 7 clB(x)=0.
Therefore clB(x)*=max[t | t # ann(x) & B]. In fact, ann(x) & B is the prin-
cipal ideal of B generated by clB(x)*. Hence
xt y(h(B)) if and only if clB(x)*=clB( y)*.
Proposition 4.1. If B is a complete Heyting subalgebra of H, then the
single element 0 forms an equivalence class of h(B).
Proof. Trivial because x=0 if and only if 1 # ann(x). K
Lemma 4.2. If x: # H where : belongs to an index set I, then
ann \ x:+=,: ann(x:).
Proof. If t # ann( x:), then t 7 x:=0 for all : # I. Therefore t #
: ann(x:).
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Conversely, if t # ann(x:) for all :, then t 7 x:=0 which implies x:t*
for all :. Therefore  x:t* and t 7 ( 6 x:)=0. K
Proposition 4.3. The equivalence relation h(B) preserves arbitrary
joinsi.e., if : t y:(h(B)) for : # an index set I, then  x: t y:(h(B)).
Proposition 4.4. The equivalence relation h(B) commutes with the
partial order of H. If xt y(h(B)) and a # H, ax, then there exists an
element b # H such that b y and atb(h(B)).
Definition 4.1. A hereditary relation on H is a relation which com-
mutes with the partial order of H.
Proof of Proposition 4.4. If T is a subset of H and s: 7 t=0 for all
t # T, then s= s: belongs to ann(t) for all t # T. Write s } T=0.
Assume xt y(H(B)) and ax. Let
y1= [ y$ | y$ y and y$ } (ann(a) & B)=0].
Thus y1 y and y1 } (ann(a) & B)=0. Therefore
ann(a) & Bann( y1) & B.
Claim.
ann( y1) & B=ann(a) & B.
It follows that y1 is less than or equal to y and equivalent to a. Then the
proposition is proved.
Proof of the claim.
Step 1. Suppose the claim is false, then there exists t # B such that
t7 y1=0 and t 7 a{0. Let
b$=clB(t 7 a)= [b # B | bt 7 a].
Therefore t 7 ab$t. It follows that
(b$ 7 x)(t 7 a 7 x)=(t 7 a){0.
As xt y(h(B)),
b$ 7 y{0.
Step 2. Step 1 yields the following corollary,
((b$ 7 y) 6 y1)> y1 .
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Assume this inequality is false, then b$ 7 y y1 , this implies b$ 7 y=
t7 b$ 7 yt 7 y1=0 which contradicts Step 1.
Step 3. Claim
b$ } (ann(a) & B)=0.
Suppose the claim is false, then there exists b # ann(a) & B such that
b$ 7 b{0. Thus (t 7 a) 7 ba 7 b=0, and t 7 ab*. It follows that
t7 ab$ 7 b*<b$ which contradicts b$=clB(t 7 a).
Step 4. The formula y1 6 (b$ 7 y) } (ann(a) & B) equals 0 by the dis-
tributive law and Step 3. By Step 2, ( y1 6 (b$ 7 y))> y1 which contradicts
the maximality of y1 .
This concludes the proof of the claim. K
Conclusion. Given a complete subalgebra B of a Heyting algebra H,
the relation h(B) is an equivalence relation on H satisfying the following
conditions:
(Cl) 0 forms an equivalence class,
(C2) R preserves arbitrary joins,
(C3) R is hereditaryi.e., R commutes with the partial order of A.
Denote the equivalence relations satisfying conditions C1, C2, C3 by
C-relations.
Lemma 4.5. If R and T are commuting C-relations of a Heyting algebra,
then R 6 T is also a C-relation.
Proof. 1. It is clear that 0 forms an equivalence class of R6 T.
2. Assume (x: , y:) # R 6 T=R b T for a belonging to an index set I,
then there exist elements z: # H such that (x: , z:) # R and (z: , y:) # T.
Therefore x= x: tz= z:(R) and zt y= y:(T ). That is, (x, y) #
R6 T, which proves R6 T preserves arbitrary joins.
3. Assume (x, y) # R 6 T and 0{ax. Let z be an element such
that (x, z) # R and (z, y) # T. By C3 there exists a nonzero element cz
such that (a, c) # R and a nonzero element b y such that (c, b) # T. There-
fore (a, b) # R 6 T which proves that R 6 T is hereditary. K
Lemma 4.6. For all b # B, x # H, btb**(h(B)), and xtclB(x)** (h(B)).
Proof. Note, clB(b)=b if b # B. In conjunction with b*=b***, we have
clB(b)*=clB(b**)*. It follows from the definition of h(B) that bt
b**(h(B)).
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If x # H, and t=clB(x) # B, then clB(x)=clB(t). Hence xtt(h(B)) as
ttt**(h(B)), thus xtt**(h(B)). K
Theorem 4.7. Two complete subalgebras B, C of a Heyting algebra H
commute if and only if h(D)=h(B) b h(C)=h(C) b h(B), where D=B & C.
Proof. Assume the subalgebras B, C commute. As DB and DC, we
have h(B)h(D) and h(C)h(D). It follows that
h(B) 6 h(C)h(D).
To prove h(D)h(B) 6 h(C), assume (x, y) # h(D) for some x, y # H
i.e., ann(x) & D=ann( y) & D. Let b=clB(x)** and c=clC( y)**. By
Lemma 4.6, xtb(h(B)) and ytc(h(C)). Hence btx, xt y, ytc(h(D))
which implies btc(h(D))i.e.,
ann(b) & D=ann(c) & D.
As B, C commute, there exists an element d # D such that db and d*c
if b 7 c=0. Therefore d 7 b{0 and d 7 c=0 which contradicts ann(b) &
D=ann(c) & D. Thus z=b 7 c{0.
Note if zb, then ann(b)ann(z), hence ann(b) & Bann(z) & B.
Claim. ann(b) & B=ann(z) & B.
Suppose the claim is false, then there exists a t # ann(z) & B such that
t7 b{0. Let b1=t 7 b,
b1 7 c=t 7 b 7 c=t 7 z=0.
There exists a d1 # D such that d1b1 and d*1c. This implies that
c7 d1=0. In conjunction with ann(b) & D=ann(c) & D, we conclude
b7 d1=0. However,
b 7 d1t 7 b 7 d1b1 ,
which contradicts b1 {0.
This proves btz(h(B)). The same argument proves that ctz(h(C)).
Therefore (b, c) # h(B) b h(C) and h(D)h(B) b h(C). Similarly, h(D)
h(C) b h(B). In conjunction with h(B) 6 h(C)h(D), h(D)=h(B) b h(C)=
h(C) b h(B).
Conversely, we show that B, C commute, assume h(D)=h(B) b h(C)=
h(C) b h(B).
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Suppose b 7 c=0 for some b # B and c # C. It suffices to find an element
d # D such that db and d*c.
Let d1=clD(b). If cd*1 , then d equals d1 , and the theorem is proved.
Else, c1=c 7 d1 {0. Let c$=c 7 (d1 6 d 1*). If t # D and t 7 c$=0, then
t7 c 7 d1=t 7 c 7 d 1*=0. Therefore t 7 cd* and t 7 cd**. This
implies t 7 c=0, hence c$tc(h(D)). Let d2=clD(c1)d1 and b$=b 7
(d2 6 d 2*). By the preceding argument, btb$(h(D)). Let b1=b 7 d2=
b$ 7 d2 . If b1=0, then bd*2 7 d1<d1 which contradicts the claim as
clD(b)=d1 . Hence b1 {0.
We prove b1 tc1(h(D)). Suppose the claim is false, then clD(b1)*>d*2 .
Let b2=b 7 d*2 ,
clD(b$)=clD(b1) 6 clD(b2).
Therefore,
d 1*=clD(b$)*
=(clD(b1)*) 7 (clD(b2)*)
=clD(b1)* 7 d2
>0.
This implies d*1 7 d2 {0 which contradicts d2d1 .
Hence
b1 tc1(h(D)).
As h(D)=h(B) b h(C), there exists an x{0 such that xtb1(h(B)) and
xtc1(h(C)). Note
xtb1(h(B))
O b1** # ann(x) & B
O x 7 b1*=0
O xb1**.
Likewise, xc1**. Therefore
b1** 7 c1**x>0.
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Similarly
b1 7 c1=0
O c1b1*
O c1 7 b1**=0
O b1**c1*,
O b1** 7 c1**=0.
which yields a contradiction.
The preceding argument proves that if h(D)=h(B) b h(C)=h(C) b h(B),
and b 7 c=0 for some b # B, and c # C, then clD(b)*c. By the definition
of commutativity, B and C commute. K
The map h gives a bijection between all complete subalgebras and the set
of C-relations on H if H is a complete Boolean algebra. This result is a
consequence of the following theorems.
Lemma 4.8. Conditions C1, C2, C3 on a complete Heyting algebra H are
equivalent to the conditions C1, C2$, C3, and C4, with
(C2$) The equivalence relation R preserves the join-i.e., x1 t y1(R) and
x2 t y2(R) imply (x1 6 x2)t( y1 6 y2)(R).
(C4) Every equivalence class is closed under infinite joins. In par-
ticular, every equivalence class has a maximal element.
Proof. Assume C2 holds for an equivalence relation R. Choose an
equivalence class [a]. If for all :, b: # [a]i.e., b: ta(R), then  b:t
a(R). Therefore the equivalence class is closed under infinite joins. In par-
ticular, every equivalence class has the maximal element b # [a] b.
Conversely, assume C2$, C4 hold for R and x: t y:(R). If x= x: ,
y= y: , and x: 6 y:=z: , then  z:=x 6 y. By C2$, x: tz:(R), hence
x6 z: tx 6 x:=x(R). By C4, xt (x 6 z:)(R)that is, xt(x 6 y)(R).
Similarly, yt(x 6 y)(R). This proves xt y(R). K
Note that in a Boolean algebra H every element a # H has a unique
complement ac such that a 7 ac=0 and a 6 ac=1.
Theorem 4.9 Every equivalence relation on a complete Boolean algebra
H satisfying C1, C2 and C3 defines a complete Boolean subalgebra.
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Proof. Given a C-relation R on A, every equivalence class contains a
maximal element by C4. Let x be the maximal element of the equivalence
class containing x. In particular, xt y(R) implies x = y . Let
g(R)=[x | x # H].
To prove Theorem 4.9, it is necessary to show that g(R) is a complete
Boolean subalgebra.
Step 1. If x y, then x  y .
Note that xtx (R) and (x 6 y)t(x 6 y)= yt y (R), hence (x 6 y) y
which implies x  y .
Step 2. It is clear that 1 # g(R). From C1, we obtain 0 # g(R).
Step 3. If x: # g(R), then x=: x: # g(R). In particular, g(R) is closed
under the meet operation.
It suffices to show that if ttx(R), then tx. Note xx: for all :, there-
fore
(t 6 x:)t(x 6 x:)=x: .
As x: is maximal in its equivalence class, tx: for all :. It follows that
tx.
Step 4. If x: # g(R), then x=: x: # g(R). In particular, g(R) is closed
under the join operation.
It suffices to show that if ttx(R), then t 7 xc=0. Suppose t1=
t7 xc{0, then there exists a z{0 such that zx and ztt1(R) by
Conditions C1 and C3.
Note zx= x: , then z 7 x: {0 for some :. By C1 and C3, there
exists a t2 {0 such that t2t1 and t2t(z 7 x:). As
t2t2 =z7 x: x :=x: ,
it follows that
t2(t1 7 x:)(t1 7 x)=0,
which contradicts the claim.
Step 5. If x # g(R), then xc # g(R).
It suffices to show that t 7 x=0 if ttxc. Suppose the claim is false, then
there exists a y{0 such that yxc and yt(t 7 x). However, y y =
t7 xx =x which contradicts x 7 xc=0.
Conclusion. The set g(R) is a complete Boolean subalgebra. K
Define h and g as above. Then g is a map from the set of C-relations to
the set of complete Boolean subalgebras.
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Theorem 4.10. For complete Boolean algebras h b g=Id, identically, if
R is a C-relation on a complete Boolean algebra, then h(g(R))=R.
Proof. Assume xt y(R), then x = y . To prove
ann(x) & g(R)=ann( y) & g(R),
it suffices to show
ann(x) & g(R)=ann(x ) & g(R).
It is clear that ann(x) & g(R)ann(x ) & g(R) as xx . To prove the
opposite direction, note if x 7 b=0 and x 7 b{0 for some b # g(R), then
x(x 7 bc)<x . As xtx (R), both x and x 7 bc belong to the same equiv-
alence class of R which contradicts our assertion. Hence xtx (h(g(R))
which proves Rh(g(R)).
Conversely, if xt y(h(g(R)), then x t y (h(g(R)). If both x and y belong
to g(R), then ann(x ) & g(R)=ann(y ) & g(R) implies x =y that is,
xt y(R).
Thus h(g(R))R. K
Theorem 4.11. Given a complete Boolean subalgebra B, g b h=Id, iden-
tically, g(h(B))=B.
Proof. Denote g(h(B)) by B$. Given b # B, then bc # ann(b) & B. If
xtb(h(B))i.e., ann(x) & B=ann(b) & B, then x 7 bc=0, xb. Thus b is
the maximal element in the h(B)-equivalence class, b # g(h(B)).
Conversely, if b$ # B$= g(h(B)), then b$ is maximal in its equivalence
class of h(B). Consider ann(b$) & B, this set has a maximal element t # B
because B is complete. It follows that t 7 b$=0, and b$tc. As
ann(b$) & B=Ideal(t) & B=ann(tc) & B,
we infer that b$ttc(H(B)). Therefore b$ is maximal in its equivalence class
which implies b$=tc # B. K
Theorem 4.9Theorem 4.11 imply that for Boolean algebras, h and g
are inverses of each other. The maps h and g induce a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the set of complete Boolean subalgebras and the set of
C-relations on a complete Boolean algebra H.
Corollary 4.12. Two complete subalgebras B, C of a Boolean algebra
commute if and only if the C-relations h(B), h(C) commute as equivalence
relations on the Boolean algebra.
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For Heyting algebras, the map h may not be a bijection. However, the
following properties of the maps h and g still hold.
Proposition 4.13. Let R be a C-relation on a complete Heyting algebra
H. Every equivalence class has a maximal element. Let a be the maximal
element in the equivalence class containing a, and g(R)=[x | x # H], then
1. 0 # g(R), and 1 # g(R),
2. if x, y # g(R), then x 7 y # g(R),
3. if x: # g(R), then  [x: | for all :] # g(R),
4. if x # g(R), then x* # g(R),
5. if x: # g(R), and x= x: is a closed element, then x # g(R),
6. if x # g(R), y # g(R), and y is a closed element, then the relative
pseudo-complement x V y # g(R).
The proof of Proposition 4.13 is similar to the proof of complete Boolean
algebras.
Furthermore, if the C-relation satisfies xtx** for all x # H, then g(R) is
a complete subalgebra of the lattice of closed elements.
Definition 4.2. A lattice is a CH-lattice if it is isomorphic to a sub-
lattice of the lattice of equivalence relations on a complete Heyting algebra
H with the following properties:
1. Any equivalence relation in the lattice is a C-relation.
2. Any two equivalence relations in the lattice commute, in the sense
of composition of relations.
If L is a sublattice of the lattice of subalgebras of a complete Heyting
algebra H, where the elements of L pairwise compute, then L is a CH-lat-
tice. In particular, lattices of commuting Boolean algebras are CH-lattices.
5. NATURAL DEDUCTION FOR CH-LATTICES
In this section, we describe a system of natural deduction whose intended
models are CH-lattices.
v Variables. Variables are of two types. Variables of the first type
range over the lower-case letters of a countable Roman alphabet A=
[a, b, c, ...]. Variables of the second type range over the lower-case letters
of a countable Greek alphabet B=[:, ;, &, ...], where B is the free dis-
tributive lattice with 0 and 1 generated by countably many elements
[:, ;, #, ...].
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The free lattice generated by the set A is denoted by Free(A). An element
of Free(A) called a lattice polynomial in variables a, b, c, ..., z, and is
denoted by P(a, b, c, ..., z).
v Connectives. There are three connectives, one unary connective R,
and two binary connectives: lattice join 6 and meet 7 .
v Formation rules. An equation is an expression of the form
:R(P) ;,
where : and ; are variables of the second type and P is a lattice polyno-
mial.
An atomic equation is an expression of the form
:R(c) ;,
where c is a variable of the first type.
vWell-formed formulas. Every equation is a well-formed formula. The
formulas :;, :; are well-formed formulas for any :, ; # B.
Sets of well-formed formulas are denoted by upper-case Greek letters 1,
2, etc.
vAdmissible pair. A-pair (1, 2) of sets of well-formed formulas is
admissible if all variables (Roman and Greek) occurring in 2 also occur in
1. In addition, 2 consists of equations.
v Models. A model [L, f, g] is a CH-lattice L consisting of equiv-
alence C-relations of a complete Heyting algebra H, together with a lattice
homomorphism f : B  H and a function g: A  L. It follows that a unique
lattice homomorphism from Free(A) to L is defined. This homomorphism
is also denoted by g. An equation :R(P) $ holds in a given model, when-
ever f (:) R(g(P)) f (;), that is, the ordered pair ( f (:), f (;)) is an element
of the C-relation R(g(P)) on the Heyting algebra H.
v Validity. An admissible pair (1, 2) of sets of well-formed formulas
is valid when each equation in 2 holds in every model of the set Mod(1 )=
[CH-lattices in which each well-formed formula in 1 holds].
v Rules of deduction. A proof is a sequence of sets of well-formed
formulas 11 , 12 , ..., 1n where
1i
1i+1
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is a deduction. We write
11
1n
to signify that the set of sentences 1n is deducible from the set of sentences
11 .
The set 11 is the premise of the deduction and the set 1n is the conclu-
sion.
v Provability. A set of well-formed formulas 1n is provable from 11 if
there exists a proof 11 , 12 , ..., 1n .
vRules of deduction for the theory of CH-lattices. 1. Reflexivity.
1
1, :R(P) :
where : is a variable of the second type and P is a lattice polynomial.
2. Transitivity.
1, :R(P) ;, ;R(P) #
1, :R(P) ;, ;R(P) #, :R(P) #
where :, ;, # are variables of the second type and P is a lattice polynomial.
3. Splitting Meets.
1, :R(P 7 Q) ;
1, :R(P 7 Q) ;, :R(P) ;, :R(Q) ;
where :, ; are variables of the second type and P, Q are lattice polyno-
mials.
4. Combining Meets.
1, :R(P) ;, :R(Q) ;
1, :R(P) ;, :R(Q) ;, :R(P 7 Q) ;
where :, ; are variables of the second type and P, Q are lattice polyno-
mials.
5. Splitting Joins.
1, :R(P 6 Q) ;
1, :R(P 6 Q) ;, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;
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where :, ; are variables of the second type and P, Q are lattice polyno-
mials. In addition, # is a new variable that does not appear in 1 and is not
equal to :, ;.
6. Combining Joins.
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;, :R(P 6 Q) ;
where :, ;, # are variables of the second type and P, Q are lattice polyno-
mials.
7. Commutativity.
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;
1, :R(P) #, #R(Q) ;, :R(Q) $, $R(P) ;
where $ is a new variable of the second type that does not appear in 1 and
is not equal to :, ;, #.
8. Hereditarity.
1, :;, ;R(P) #
1, :;, ;R(P) #, :R(P) $, $#
where :, ; are variables of the second type, and $ is a new variable that
does not appear in 1 and is not equal to :, ;, #.
9. Symmetry.
1, :R(P) ;
1, :R(P) ;, ;R(P) :
where :, ; are variables of the second type and P is a lattice polynomial.
10. Preserving Joins.
1, :iR(P) ;i
1, (i :i) R(P) (i ;i)
where :i , ;i are variables of the second type and i belongs to some index
set I.
Remark. Every new variable introduced is an element in B which is not
comparable with any variables already present except the two distinguished
elements 0 and 1.
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Theorem 5.1 (Soundness). If
1
2
,
that is, if (1, 2) is provable, then the set of well-formed formulas 2 is true
in every CH-lattice in which the set 1 holds.
We present two examples to show how the rules of deduction are
applied. First, we prove that every CH-lattice is a modular lattice. This is
true for every linear lattice, as we utilize only those rules which are valid
in every linear lattice.
Recall, a lattice is modular if it satisfies the inequality
a 7 (b 6 (a 7 c))(a7 b) 6 (a 7 c) for all a, b, c # L.
Proposition 5.2. Every CH-lattice is modular.
Proof. Applying 3,
:R(a 7 (b 6 (a7 c))) ;
:R(a 7 (b 6 (a 7 c))) ;, :R(a) ;, :R(b 6 (a 7 c)) ;
. (2)
Applying 5,
:R(b 6 (a 7 c)) ;
:R(b 6 (a 7 c)) ;, :R(b) #, #R(a 7 c) ;
. (3)
Applying 3,
#R(a 7 c) ;
#R(a 7 c) ;, #R(a) ;, #R(c) ;
. (4)
Applying 9,
#R(a) ;
#R(a) ;, ;R(a) #
. (5)
By Formulas (2), (5) and applying 2,
:R(a) ;, ;R(a) #
:R(a) ;, ;R(a) #, :R(a) #
. (6)
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By Formulas (3), (6) and applying 4,
:R(b) #, :R(a) #
:R(b) #, :R(a) #, :R(a 7 b) #
. (7)
By Formulas (7), (3) and applying 6,
:R(a 7 b) #, #R(a 7 c) ;
:R(a7 b) #, #R(a 7 c) ;, :R((a 7 b) 6 (a 7 c)) ;
. (8)
Therefore,
:R(a 7 (b6 (a 7 c))) ;
:R((a 7 b) 6 (a7 c)) ;
.
Example 4. Let 1=[:R(P) ;, :$;], and 2=[:R(P) $]. Then
(1, 2) is valid in any CH-lattice.
Proof. Applying 1,
1
1, $R(P) $
.
Applying 10,
:R(P) ;, $R(P) $
:R(P) ;, $R(P) $, (: 6 $) R(P)($ 6 ;)
.
That is,
:R(P) ;, $R(P) $
:R(P) ;, $R(P) $, $R(P) ;
.
Applying 2,
:R(P) ;, $R(P) ;
:R(P) ;, $R(P) ;, :R(P) $
.
Therefore,
:R(P) ;, :$;
:R(P) $
.
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6. CH-LATTICES GENERATED BY EQUATIONS
In this section, we introduce CH-lattices generated by a countable set of
well-formed formulas. Given a countable set of well-formed formulas, we
gradually construct a saturated graph by associating to each application of
the deduction rules a graph operation. The saturated graph such con-
structed represents a distributive lattice on which a CH-lattice is defined.
This CH-lattice is called the CH-lattice generated by the given set of well-
formed formulas. Every lattice inequality can either be shown to be true in
every CH-lattice, or else a counterexample is automatically provided by the
CH-lattice generated by a set of well-formed formulas.
Let 1 be a countable set of well-formed formulas. The graph Graph(1 )
of the set 1 is defined as follows:
1. If the equation :R(P) ; belongs to the set 1, then the graph
Graph(1 ) has an edge labeled by the lattice polynomial P whose adjacent
vertices are the elements : and ;.
2. If two variables :, ; are elements in B such that :;, then the
graph Graph(1 ) has a directed edge from : to ;.
3. Graph(1 ) has two distinguished vertices: the minimal element 0 of
B and the maximal element 1 of B.
We define an infinite sequence of graphs G0 , G1 , ..., as follows: set G0=
Graph(1 ). Once Gn(1 ) is defined, we construct Gn+1(1 ) by applying the
following operations to Gn(1) in the given order.
1. Join and Meet: To any two vertices : and ; in Gn , add : 6 ; and
:7 ; as new vertices. If : 6 ; and : 7 ; are contained in Gn , Operation
1 is unnecessary.
2. Partial Ordering: To any two vertices : and ; with :;, connect
: and ; by a directed edge from : to ;.
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3. Reflexive: To any vertex : and any label P in Gn , add a loop
around : with the label P.
4. Transitive: If :R(P) & and &R(P) ; are edges of Gn , connect : and
; by an edge labeled P.
5. Splitting Meets: For every edge with vertices :, ; labeled P 7 Q,
add two new edges with vertices :, ; labeled P and Q.
6. Combining Meets: If E is a finite set of edges in Gn with
endpoints : and ; and labels P, Q, ..., R, add a new edge labeled
P 7 Q 7 ... 7 R.
7. Splitting Joins: To every edge with vertices : and ; labeled by
P 6 Q, add two new edges with endpoints :, & and &, ;, labeled P and Q,
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where & is a variable of the second type which is not comparable with any
vertex except 0, 1.
8. Combining Joins: Given an ordered sequence of edges of car-
dinality at most n, whose vertices are :, &, &, $, ..., \, _, _, ;, and whose
labels are the lattice polynomials P, Q, ..., S, T, add a new edge whose
endpoints are :, ;, labeled by the polynomial P 6 Q 6 ... 6 S 6 T.
9. Commutativity: Given two edges whose vertices are :, & and &, ;,
and whose labels are polynomials P and Q, add a new vertex $ which is
not comparable with any vertex except 0, 1 and edges having endpoints
:, $ and $, ;, and labeled Q and P, respectively.
10. Hereditarity: Given an edge whose vertices are :, ; and whose
label is P, where &:, add a new vertex $ with an edge having endpoints
&, $ which is labeled P, and a directed edge from $ to ;. Here $ does not
appear among the vertices already present, and $ is not comparable with
any vertex that does not belong to F(;) _ [0], where F(;)=[# | #;, # is
a vertex in the graph].
11. Preserving Joins: Given two edges whose vertices are :, ; and
&, $, and whose labels are both P, add a new edge having endpoints
:6 &, ; 6 $ and label P.
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The sequence of graphs defined has the property that G0G1
G2  } } } . We denote the union of these graphs by Sat(1 ). The graph
Sat(1) is called the saturation of the set of equations 1.
Note, the vertices of Sat(1 ) form a sublattice of B, where the partial
order is defined by setting :; whenever there is a directed edge from :
to ; in Sat(1 ). Furthermore, the sublattice Sat(1 ) is a distributive lattice
which includes both 0 and 1, denoted by F.
The following propositions will be used in the proof of the main theorem
(Theorem 6.9).
Proposition 6.1 Sat(1 ) contains countably many vertices if 1 is a
countable set of well-formed formulas. Furthermore, if G0 is a finite graph,
then every Gn is also a finite graph.
The preceding construction yields the following propositions.
Proposition 6.2 On the lattice F, define an equivalence relation R(P)
for every lattice polynomial P by setting :R(P) ; whenever the vertices : and
; are connected by an edge labeled P. The relation R(P) has the following
properties:
1. the single element 0 forms an equivalence class,
2. R(P) preserves joins; if :R(P) ; and &R(P) $, then (:6 &)
R(P)(; 6 $),
3. R(P) is hereditaryi.e., R(P) commutes with the partial order of F.
Proposition 6.3. For every pair of lattice polynomials P and Q appearing
in Sat(1 ), the equivalence relations R(P) and R(Q) commute.
Recall, a linear lattice is a sublattice of the lattice of partitions of a set,
with the property that the equivalence relations associated with any two
partitions in the lattice commute, in the sense of composition of relations.
Corollary 6.4. The set [R(P) | P is a lattice polynomial appearing in
Sat(1)] is a linear lattice.
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Let Ideal(F ) be the lattice of all ideals of F ordered by inclusion. By
Theorem 3.4, Ideal(F ) is a complete Heyting algebra.
To each lattice polynomial P, associate a relation P on Ideal(F) by
setting
ItJ(P ), where I, J # Ideal(F )
if for every : # I, ; # J, there exists a # # J and a $ # I such that :R(P) # and
;R(P) $. It is clear that P is an equivalence relation on Ideal(F ).
We will show that the set of relations [P ] forms a CH-lattice on
Ideal(F ).
Proposition 6.5. P is a C-relation on Ideal(F ).
Proof. 1. As the minimal element 0 of Ideal(F ) consists of only the
single element 0 of F, then 0 forms an equivalence class of P by Property
(1) of Proposition 6.2.
2. Recall
I= 
i # 4
Ii=[x | xt1 6 t2 6 } } } 6 tn , for some n, ti # Ii , i # 4].
Given Ii tJi (P ) where i # 4, let I=i Ii , J=i Ji and choose an arbitrary
element : # I, then there exist {1 , {2 , ..., {n for some n such that {i # Ii and
:{1 6 {2 6 } } } 6 {n .
Consider the pair (: 7 {i , {i), because {i # Ii and I i tJi (P ), there exist
$i # Ji such that $iR(P) {i . By Property (3) of R(P), there is an element
!i$i such that
!i R(P)(: 7 {i).
Thus
:= 
n
i=1
(: 7 {i), \
n
i=1
(: 7 {i)+ R(P) \
n
i=1
!i+ ,
and i !i # J.
Similarly, given ; # J, there exists an element & # I such that ;R(P) &.
This proves ItJ(P )i.e., P preserves arbitrary joins.
3. Given ItJ(P ), and AI in Ideal(F ), let
B=[; | ; # J, ;R(P) : for some : # A].
and Ideal(B) be the ideal generated by Bi.e., Ideal(B)=; # B I(;) where
I(;) is the principal ideal generated by ;. We have I(B)J. In addition, for
any element : # A, there exists a ; # I(B) such that :R(P) ;.
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Conversely, given ; # Ideal(B), there exist b1 , b2 , ..., bn for some n such
that bi # B and ;b1 6 b2 6 } } } 6 bn . By applying the argument in Step
2 to the pair (; 7 bi , bi), there exist elements !i # A such that
(; 7 bi) R(P) !i .
Therefore
;R(P) \i !i+ , and i !i # A.
This proves
AtI(B)(P ).
That is, P commutes with the partial order of Ideal(F ). K
Proposition 6.6. If lattice polynomials P and Q both appear in Sat(1 ),
then P and Q commute as equivalence relations on Ideal(F ).
Proof. We prove this proposition by showing that P 6 Q=P b Q =
Q b P . It is sufficient to show the first equality; the second equality follows
by the same argument.
Assume ItK(P b Q )i.e., there exists a J # Ideal(F ) such that
ItJ(P ) and JtK(Q ).
For every element : # I, there exists a ; # J such that :R(P) ;. To this ;,
there exists a # # K such that ;R(Q) #. Hence
:R(P 6 Q) #.
Similarly, for every # # K, there exists an : # I such that
#R(P 6 Q) :.
This proves
ItK(P 6 Q).
Conversely, assume
ItK(P 6 Q).
Then for all : # I, there exists a ;: # K such that
:R(P 6 Q) ;: .
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As R(P) and R(Q) commute, there exists a #: # F such that
:R(P) #: , &:R(Q) ;: .
Similarly, for all ; # K there exists an :; # I and a #; # F such that
:; R(P) #; , #;R(Q) ;.
Let J be the ideal generated by [#: , #; | for all : # I, ; # K].
Claim. ItJ(P ).
Proof. lf : # I, there exists a #: # J with the property :R(P) #: .
Given j # J, by the definition of J,
j#:1 6 #:2 6 } } } 6 #:n 6 #;1 6 } } } 6 #;m
for some m, n and where :i # I, ;i # K. Note
&:i R(P) : i , #;i R(P) :;i ,
by Property (3) of R(P), there exist elements !i and {i belonging to I such
that
( j 7 #:i) R(P) ! i , ( j 7 #;i) R(P) {i .
Let t=(i !i) 6 (i {I), then jR(P) t and t # I. This proves ItJ(P ).
Similarly, JtK(Q ). It follows that
ItK(P b Q ).
Conclusion.
P 6 Q=P b Q =Q b P . K
Theorem 6.7. If CH(1 )=[P | P is a lattice polynomial appearing in
Sat(1)], then CH(1 ) is a CH-lattice on Ideal(F ).
A CH-lattice defined by Theorem 6.7 is a lattice generated by the set 1
of well-formed formulas.
Proof. By the preceding propositions, it is sufficient to show that
if P , Q # CH(1 ), then P 7 Q # CH(1).
Claim. P 7 Q =P 7 Q.
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Proof of the Claim. It is easy to verify that P 7 QP 7 Q .
Conversely, assume ItK(P 7 Q ). For every : # I there exist #1 , #2 # K
such that
:R(P) #1 , :R(Q) #2 .
And
(: 6 #1 6 #2) R(P)(#1 6 #2),
(: 6 #1 6 #2) R(Q)(#1 6 #2),
O (: 6 #1 6 #2) R(P 7 Q)(#1 6 #2).
As :(: 6 #1 6 #2) and R(P 7 Q) commutes with the partial order of F,
there exists a ##1 6 #2 such that :R(P 7 Q) #.
Similarly, for every ; # K, there exists a $ # I such that $R(P 7 Q) ;. It
follows that
ItK(P 7 Q).
This proves
P 7 Q =P 7 Q. K
Note that we can embed F into Ideal(F ) by mapping a to the principal
ideal I(:) generated by :. Also, I(:)I(;) if and only if :;.
Proposition 6.8. For any two elements : and ; in F,
:R(P) ; if and only if I(:)tI(;)(P ).
Proof. The necessary part follows directly from Property (3) of R(P).
To prove the sufficient part, assume
I(:)tI(;)(P ).
By definition, there exists a #; such that :R(P) # and there exists a $:
such that $R(P) ;. Therefore,
(: 6 $) R(P)(# 6 ;).
That is, :R(P) ;. K
Now we come to our main theoremthe completeness theorem for the
natural deduction system described in Section 5.
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Theorem 6.9 (Completeness). An admissible pair (1, 2) of finite sets of
well-formed formulas is provable if and only if it is valid.
Proof. Given a deduction of 2 from 1, each rule of deduction holds for
every CH-lattice, thus the conclusion is valid.
Suppose that a pair (1, 2) is valid. It is necessary to show
1
2
,
that is, there exists a sequence of deductions 11 , 12 , ..., 1n where 11=1
and 1n $2.
As (1, 2) is valid in every CH-lattice, it is valid in the lattice CH(1 ).
Note in this model, : is represented by I(:). Every well-formed formula in
1 holds in CH(1). Therefore, every equation in 2 also holds in CH(1 ).
It follows from the propositions 6.16.8 that in the sequence of graphs
defining Sat(1 ) there exists one graph, say Gn , which contains all equa-
tions in 2. Let 1i be the set of well-formed formulas corresponding to the
edges of Gi . The preceding construction of Sat(1 ) verifies
1i
1i+1
,
as the operations utilized to construct 1i+1 correspond to the rules of
deduction with the same name. Thus, the sequence 11 , 12 , ..., 1n provides
a proof for the set of well-formed formulas 1n of which 2 is a subset. K
Theorem 6.10. Let P and Q be lattice polynomials. The lattice inequality
PQ holds in all CH-lattices if and only if
[P]
[Q]
.
Explicitly, the inequality PQ holds in all CH-lattices if and only if the
equation :R(Q) ; is provable from the equation :R(P) ; for all :, ;.
In the following, we apply graphs to prove the modular law and
Example 4 of Section 4.
Modular law.
a 7 (b 6 (a 7 c))(a7 b) 6 (a 7 c) for all a, b, c, # L.
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Example 5. If 1=[:R(P) ;, :$;] and 2=[:R(P) $], then
(1, 2) is valid in any CH-lattices.
Proof. We present the following graphs as proof of Example 5. (Com-
pare with Example 4 of section 4.)
7. INEQUALITIES AND HORN SENTENCES
In this section, we extend the Completeness theorem to include Horn
sentences. This leads to a more robust form of the completeness theorem:
Every provable Horn sentence by our deduction rules is valid in every
lattice of commuting Heyting subalgebras of a complete Heyting algebra.
Definition 7.1. A Horn sentence is an expression of the form
P1Q1 , ..., PnQn imply PQ,
where Pi , Qi , P, Q are lattice polynomials.
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A Horn sentence is valid in the theory of CH-lattices if every CH-lattice
satisfying PiQi for i=1, ..., n also satisfies the inequality PQ. A single
inequality is a special case of a Horn sentenceone with no assumptions.
To define a proof theory for Horn sentences, we must add a new rule of
deduction to the list in Section 4.
11. Conditional implication.
1, :R(Pi) ;
1, :R(Pi) ;, :R(Qi) ;
where :, ; are variables of the second type and Pi , Qi are lattice polyno-
mials.
Similarly, we extend the notion of saturation to include conditional
implication, by adding an additional operation to the operations stated in
Section 5.
12. Conditional implication: For every edge labeled Pi with vertices
: and ;, add a new edge labeled Qi , with the same endpoints : and ;.
Again, Gn is a finite graph for all n, and there exists a one-to-one
correspondence between the rules of deduction and the operations in Gn .
The union of this infinite increasing sequence of graphs is the saturation of
the set of equations 1 relative to the finite set of implications J=
[P1Q1 , ..., PnQn]. Denote the saturated graph by Sat(1; J). The
graph Sat(1; J) induces a CH-lattice CH(1; J).
The CH-lattice CH(1; J) is generated by the set of equations 1 and the
set of implications J.
Theorem 7.1 (Completeness 2). The Horn sentence
P1Q1 , ..., PnQn imply PQ
is provable in the theory of CH-lattices by rules of deduction 112 if and only
if it is valid in the theory of CH-lattices.
The proof of Theorem 7.1 is identical to that of the preceding complete-
ness theorem, as all propositions and theorems about Sat(1 ) remain true
for Sat(1; J).
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It is possible to prove the Completeness theorem for Horn sentences
without the assumption that J is finite. Assume J is a countable seti.e.,
J=[PiQi | i=1, 2, ...]. Let
J(n)=[PiQi | i=1, 2, ..., n].
Again G0=Graph(1 ). Once Gn is defined, construct Gn+1 by applying
operations 111 and the operation of Conditional implication with implica-
tions J(n). The sequence of graphs constructed has the property that
G0 G1 G2  } } } . It follows that every Gn is finite if G0 is finite. To
obtain a completeness theorem for Horn sentences with a countable set of
implications, utilize the proof of Theorem 6.9.
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